
as an explanation for me way they treat Black workers.
Of course, they are racist, but this is not the full explana-

tion.White workers belong to a totally different world than
that of Black workers. They are caught up in a totally
different economic, political, and social reality , and on
the basis of this distinct reality , the pigs of the power
structUre and treacherous labor leaders find it very easy
to manipulate them with Babylonian racism.

This complex reality presents us with many problems,
and only through proper analysis can these problems be
solved. The lack of a proper analysis is responsible for
the ridiculous approach to these problems that we find
among Mother Country Marxist-Leninists. And their im-
proper analysis leads them to advocate solutions that are
doomed to failure in advance. The key area of the con-
fusion has to do with falsely assuming the existence
of one All-American Proletariat; one A1l-American Work-

Ing Class; and one All-American Lumpenproletariat.
O.K. We are Lumpen. Right on. The Lumpenproletariat

are all those who have no secure relationship or vested
Interest in the means of production and the institutions of
capitalist society. That part of the "1ndustrial Reserve
Army'P held perpetually in reserve; who have never worked
and never will; who canPt find a job; who are unskilled and
unfit; who have been displaced by machines, automation,
and cybernation, and were never "retained or invested
with new skills"; all those on Welfare or receiving State

Aid.Also the so-called "Criminal Element", those who lire
by their wits, existing off that which they rip off, who stick
guns in the faces of OOsinessmen and say' stick' em upP ,
or 'give it up'l Those who don't even want a job, who hate
to work and can't relate to punching some pig's time clock,
who would rather punch a pig in the mouth and rob him than
punch that same pig's time clock and work for him, those

whom Huey P. Newton calls "the illegitimate capitalists".
In short, all those who simply have been locked out of the
economy and robbed of their rightful social heritage.

But even though we are Lumpen, we are still members
of the Proletariat, a category which theoretica11y cuts
across national boundaries but which in practice leaves

something to be desired.
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CONTRADICTIONS WITHIN THE PROLETARIAT OF THE USA

In both the Mother Country and the Black Colony. the
Working Class is the Right Wing of the Proletariat. 'and
the Lumpenproletariat is the Left Wing. Within the Working
Class itself, we have a major contradiction between the
Unemployed and the Employed. And we definitely have a
major contradiction between the Working Class and the
Lumpen.

Some blind so-called Marxist-Leninists accuse the
Lumpen of being parasites upon the Working Class. This
is a stupid charge derived from reading too many of Marx's
footnotes and taking some of his offhand scurrilous re-
marks for holy writ. In reality , it is accurate to say that
the Working Class, particular!y the American Working
Class, is a parasite upon the heritage of mankind. of
which the Lumpen has been totally robbed by the rigged
system of Capitalism which in turn. has thrown the ma-
jority of mankind upon the junkheap while it buys off a
percentage with jobs and security .

The Working Class that we must deal with today shows
little resemblance to the Working Class of Marx's day.
In the days of its infancy, insecurity, and instability. the
Working Class was very revolutionary and carried forward
the struggle against the bourgeoisieo But through long and
bitter struggles, the Working Class has made some inroads
into the Capitalist system, carving out a comfortable niche
for itself. The advent of Labor Unions. Collective Bar.'.
gaining, the Union Shop, Social Security , and other special
protective legislation has castrated the Working Cla,ss.
t1'ansforming it into the bought-off Labor Movement --
a most un-revolutionary, reformist minded movement that.
is only interested in higher wages and more job security .
The Labor Movement has abandoned all basic criticism
of the Capitalist system of exploitation itself. The George
Meanys, Walter Reuthers, and A. Phillip Randolphs may
correctly be labelled traitors to the proletariat as a whole,
but they accurately reflect and embody the outlook and
aspirations of the Working Class. The Communist Party
of the United States of America, at its poorly attended
meetings, may raise the roof with its proclamations of being
the Vanguard of the Working Class, but the Working Class

\:
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itself looks upon the Democratic Party as the legitimate
vehicle of its political salvation.

As a matter of fact, the Working Class of our time has
become a new industrial elite, resembling more the chau -
vanistic elites of the selfish craft and trade guilds of Man's
time than the toiling masses ground down in abject poverty .
Every job on the market in the American Economy today
demands as high a complexity of skills as did the jobs
in the elite trade and craft guilds of Marx's time.

In a highly mechanized economy, it cannot be said that
the fantastically high productivity is the product solely
of the Working Class. Machines and computers are not
members of the Working Class, although some spokes-
men for the Working Class, particularly some Marxist-
Leninists, seem to think like machines and computers.

The flames of revolution, which once raged like an
inferno in the hean of the Working Class, in our day
have dwindled into a flickering candle light, only power-
ful enough to bounce the Working Class back and forth
1 ike a ping pong ball between the Democr atic P arty and
the Republican Party every four years, never once even
glancing at the alternatives on the Left.

WHO SPEAKS FOR THE LUMPEN PROLETARIAT?

Some Marxist-Leninists are guilty of that class egotism
and hypocrisy often displayed by superior classes to those
beneath them on the social scale. On the one hand, they free-
ly admit that their organizations are specifically designed
to represent the interests of the Working Class. But then
they go beyond that to say that by representing the interests
of the Working Class, they represent the interest of the
p roletariat as a whole. This is clearly not true. This is
a fallacious assumption based upon the egotism of these
organizations and is partly responsible for their miserable
failure to make a revolution in Babylon.

And since there clearly is a contradiction between the
right wing and the left wing of the p roletariat, just as the
right wing has created its own organizations, it is necessary
for the left wing to have its form of organization to repre-
sent its interests against all hostile classes --including
the Working Class.

The contradiction between the Lumpen and the Working
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Class is very serious because it even dictates a different
strategy and set of tactics. The students focus their rebel-
lions on the campuses, and the Working Class focuses
its rebellions on the factories and picket lines. But the
Lumpen finds itself in the peculiar position of being unable
to find a job and therefore is unable to attend the Universi-
ties. The Lumpen has no choice but to manifest its rebel-
lion in the University of the Streets.

It's very important to recognize that the streets belong
to the Lumpen, and that it is in the streets that the Lumpen
will make their 'rebellion.

One outstanding characteristic of the liberation struggle
of Black people in the United States has been that most
of the activity has taken place in the streets. This is
because, by and large, the rebellions have been spear-
headed by Black Lumpen.

It is because of Black people's lumpen relationship
to the means of production and the institutions of the
sut.::iety that they are unable to manifest their rebellion
around those means of production and institutions. But this
does not mean that the rebellions that take place in the
streets are not legitimate expressions of an oppressed
people. These are the means of rebellion left open to the
L umpen.

The Lumpen have been locked outside of the economy.
And when the Lumpen does engage in direct action against
the system of oppression, it is often greeted by hoots and
howls from the spokesmen of the Working Class in chorus
with the mouthpieces of the bourgeoisie. These talkers like
to put down the struggles of the Lumpen as being' , spon-

taneous" (perhaps because they themselves did not order
the actions I), , 'unorganized' , , and' , chaotic and undirected' , .

But these are only prejudiced analyses made from the
narrow perspective of the Working Class. But the Lumpen
moves anyway, refusing to be straight-jacketed or con-
trolled by the tactics dictated by the conditions of life
and the relationship to the means of production of the
Working Class.

The Lumpen finds itself in the position where it is
very difficult for it to manifest its complaints against the
system. The Working Class has the possibility of calling
a strike again8't the factory and the employer and through
the mechanism of Labor Unions they can have some arbitra-
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tion or some process through which its grievances are mani-
fested. Collective bargaining is the way out of the pit of
oppression and exploitation discovered by the Working
Class, but the Lumpen has no opportunity to do any collec-
tive bargaining. The Lumpen has no institutionalized focus
in Capitalist society. It has no immediate oppressor except
perhaps the Pig Police with which it is confronted daily.

So that the very conditions of life of the Lumpen dictates
the so-called spontaneous reactions against the system.
and because the Lumpen is in this extremely oppressed
condition, it therefore has an extreme reaction against
the system as a whole. It sees itself as being bypassed
by all of the organizations, even by the Labor Unions,
and even by the Communist P arties that despise it and
look down upon it and consider it to be, in the words of
Karl Marx, the father of Communist Panies, "The Scum
Layer of the Society". The Lumpen is forced to create
its own forms of rebellion that are consistent with its
condition in life and with its relationship to the means
of production and the institUtions of society .That is, to
strike out at all the structures around it, including at the
reactionary Right Wing of the Proletariat when it gets
in the way of revolution.

The faulty analyses which the ideologies of the Working
Class have made, of the true nature of the Lumpen, are
greatly responsible for the retardation of the develop-
ment of the revolution in urban situations. It can be said
that the true revolutionaries in the urban centers of
the world have been analyzed out of the revolution by some
Marxist-Leninists.
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